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Direct in situ synthesis of a 3D interlinked
amorphous carbon nanotube/graphene/BaFe12O19
composite and its electromagnetic wave absorbing
properties
Tingkai Zhao,†a Xianglin Ji,†*a Wenbo Jin,a Chuan Wang,a Wenxiu Ma,a Junjie Gao,a
Alei Dang,a Tiehu Li,a Songmin Shangb and Zhongfu Zhouc
The 3D interlinked amorphous carbon nanotube (ACNT)/reduced graphene oxide (RGO)/BaFe12O19 (BF)
composite was directly prepared by a self-propagation combustion process. The RGO was synthesized
in situ through the massive heat release during the auto-combustion reaction. The interlinked ACNTs
and graphene as well as BF formed the conductive networks for improving the dielectric and magnetic
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loss. The reﬂection loss peak of ACNT/RGO/BF composite was 19.03 dB at 11.04 GHz in the frequency
range of 2–18 GHz. The frequency bandwidth of the reﬂection loss below 10 dB was 3.8 GHz. The 3D
interlinked ACNT-RGO structure, which was composed of dense intertwined ACNT and graphene with
quantities of dihedral angles, could consume incident waves via multiple reﬂections inside the 3D
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structures. The high conductivity of 3D interlinked ACNT/RGO networks would lead to energy dissipation
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in the form of heat through molecular friction and dielectric loss.

1. Introduction
Electromagnetic wave absorbing materials have been a hottopic research in recent years due to their outstanding potential applications in many elds, such as electric devices, mobile
screens, and military arms, etc.1 Generally, the main target for
traditional absorbing materials would be to have strong
absorption, which is accompanied with a narrow absorption
bandwidth, high density and other shortcomings.2 However,
some nanosized composites have the characteristics of adjustable electromagnetic properties and high coercive forces. So the
nanocomposites that were used as electromagnetic wave
absorbers could meet the requirements of “thin thickness, wide
bandwidth, lightweight and strong adsorption”. Therefore, the
development of nanocomposites, especially based on carbon
materials, in the eld of electromagnetic wave absorption is very
important.3–5
Graphene is a lightweight and good electrical conductivity
new carbon material, which has excellent mechanical, optical,
thermal and electrical properties.6 In particular, the high
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dielectric constant and the susceptibility of the outer electrons
to the polarized relaxation of graphene make it as a potential
dielectric loss material, which could be widely used in the eld
of electromagnetic wave absorption.7,8 In addition, graphene
oxide (GO) is an ideal supporter because it contains a large
number of polar functional groups, surface area and ion
exchange capacity. At present, GO as electromagnetic wave
absorbing material is usually compound with other absorber
materials.9–11
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have extremely high mechanical
strength and toughness, good electrical conductivity, excellent
thermal conductivity and electromagnetic compatibility.12–14 It
dissipates the electromagnetic wave through static electricity
and radar technology. These properties provide great potential
application of CNTs in electromagnetic wave absorption eld.
Especially, the tube-wall structures of amorphous carbon
nanotubes (ACNTs) have the characteristics of short-range order
and long-range disorder. It has signicantly dielectric loss due
to the good conductivity. The impedance of ACNTs is close to
the impedance of free space, which could match each other
exceedingly well.15
Hexagonal M-type BaFe12O19 (BF) with a single-axis magnetocrystalline anisotropy and high coercivity could present
strong magnetic loss. It is widely used as a permanent magnet
and microwave absorption material because of its easy preparation, low cost and chemical stability.16,17 Hexagonal M-type BF
owns strong absorption in a wide frequency range, which is
suitable for the production of matching layer. BF has good
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potential applications in the electromagnetic wave absorption
eld.18 However, the applications of BF are limited due to the
poor dielectric constant. Nowadays, the absorber nanocomposites consisting of both dielectric and magnetic llers
have attracted researchers much attention. ACNTs or/and graphene compounded with BF would possess both the good
dielectric loss and magnetic loss characteristics. Threedimensional (3D) conductive networks of the interlinked
CNTs and RGO were formed inside barium ferrite. It makes
them contact tightly for increasing the resonance circuit density
and attenuating the electromagnetic radiation in the absorbers
eﬀectively.
In this paper, ACNT/RGO/BF composite was in situ synthesized. The electromagnetic wave absorption properties were
studied. The barium ferrite with high permeability and coercivity can easily widen absorption bandwidth and further
enhance reection loss. It also can remedy the large gap of
graphene between the low permeability and high complex
permittivity. The presence of ACNTs increases the absorption
bandwidth of the composite. Therefore, ACNT/RGO/BF
composite has a good absorbing performance.

2.
2.1

Experimentals
Synthesis and oxidation of ACNTs

The detailed method synthesis of ACNTs was reported in our
previous article,19,20 which performed by oating catalyst CVD in
a quartz tube reactor (length 100 cm and diameter 60 mm). The
reaction temperature was set at 770  C, and argon gas with the
ow speed of 200 sccm was used as the carrier gas. The xylene
(analytical pure grade), ferrocene (analytical pure grade) and
triethylsilane (analytical pure grade) solution (the mole ratio of
C : Fe : Si is 300 : 10 : 1) was used as carbon source and catalyst
precursor, which was injected into the reactor by a syringe
pump at the speed of 0.3 ml min1. Then the obtained samples
were added into the mixture of concentrated sulphuric acid and
nitric acid (volume ratio ¼ 3 : 1), nally treated with ultrasonic
vibration for 8 h.
2.2

Preparation of GO

GO was prepared by a modied Hummers method. Briey, rst,
the low temperature reaction stage, 1 g natural ake graphite
(NFG) and Na2SO3 (analytical pure grade) mixed with 50 ml
concentrated sulphuric acid were stirred by magnetic stirring
apparatus in ice water bath. Then 6 g KMnO4 (analytical pure
grade) was slowly put into the solution in order to reduce the
heat inuence caused by the redox reaction. The reaction was
maintained at this temperature for 1 h and the color of the
solution was dark green in this step. Then followed by the
middle temperature reaction stage, the beaker with the reactant
was transferred to the water bath at 35  C, stirring for 1 h.
Finally, the high temperature reaction stage, the temperature of
the water bath increased to 95  C and meanwhile 80 ml distilled
water was added to the solution slowly. The reaction time was
30 min in this stage. Aer the reaction, 200 ml distilled water
was poured into the solution and added 6 ml H2O2 through
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drop by drop. Some bubbles appeared in the solution and the
color changed into luminous yellow. The resulting sample was
washed until neutral by centrifugal machine and then dried at
40  C. The BF was synthesized by self-propagating combustion
using citric acid complexed Fe(NO3)3 and Ba(NO3)3 as precursor
and the mass ratio of Fe(NO3)3, Ba(NO3)3 and citric acid is
10 : 1 : 13. The ingredients were rstly dissolved into distilled
water and then ammonium hydroxide was added to adjust pH ¼
7. The obtained colloidal sol was dried at 120  C. The dried gel
was heated at 400  C for giving rise to the self-propagating
combustion process. Aer the combustion reaction, the
powders were collected and cleaned for further application.
2.3

Synthesis of interlinked ACNT/RGO/BF composites

The interlinked ACNT/RGO/BF composites were directly fabricated by self-propagating combustion method using the
oxidized ACNTs, GO and citric acid mixed with Fe(NO3)3
(analytical pure grade) and Ba(NO3)3 (analytical pure grade) as
precursor. The mass ratio of Fe(NO3)3, Ba(NO3)3 and citric acid
is 10 : 1 : (6–15). The mass fraction of ACNTs or GO are various
from 10 to 40 wt%. The ingredients were rstly dissolved into
distilled water and then ammonium hydroxide was added to
adjust pH ¼ 7. The obtained colloidal sol was continuously
heated and stirred at 350  C to evaporate water and give rise to
the self-propagating combustion process. Aer the combustion
reaction, the interlinked ACNT/RGO/BF composites were
synthesized. The GO was in situ reduced through the intense
heat release during the reaction. The sample powders were
collected and cleaned for further test and application.
2.4

Characterizations

Transmission electron microscope (TEM, Tecnai G2 F30, FEI),
eld emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, JSM6700F, JEOL), X-ray diﬀraction patterns with CuKa radiation
(XRD, X'Pert PRO MPD, PANalystal, l ¼ 0.154 nm) and the
Raman scattering spectrum (514 nm, LabRAM HR800, HORIBA
JOBIN YVON) are used for qualitative analyses on the surface
morphology, microstructure and component composition of all
samples. The samples which were used for the characterization
of electromagnetic wave absorbing properties were prepared by
mixing 20 wt% ACNT/RGO/BF composites with 80 wt% molten
paraﬃn, then made into a rectangular waveguide (22.86 mm in
length, 10.16 mm in width and 2 mm in thickness). The
complex permittivity (30 , 300 ) and permeability (m0 , m00 ) components as the function of frequency of a sample are measured
using MS4644A Vector-Network Analyzer (VNA, Anritsu: 10 MHz
to 40 GHz).

3.

Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows the morphology and structure characterization of
ACNT/RGO/BF composites. Fig. 1(a) shows the lowmagnication SEM image of BF without the adding of ACNTs
or GO. It shows the obvious BF agglomeration morphology.
Fig. 1(b) shows the high-magnication SEM image of ACNT/
RGO/BF. ACNTs and RGO were homogeneously dispersed to
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Fig. 1 Morphology and microstructure analysis of ACNT/RGO/BF composites (a) SEM image of BF; (b) SEM image of ACNT/RGO/BF; (c) EDS of
ACNT/RGO/BF; (d) elemental mapping of ACNT/RGO/BF; (e) XRD spectrum; (f) Raman spectrum.

form interlinked conductive web structures inside the BF,
which could increase the dielectric loss of the composite.
Compared to Fig. 1(a), the BF morphology in Fig. 1(b) is not
obvious, which might be due to the adding of ACNTs and RGO.
Fig. 1(c and d) is the EDS analysis and elemental mapping [from
Fig. 1(b) inset rectangular picture] of ACNT/RGO/BF composite.
The adding content of Ba element is small so that the EDS peak
is not very strong. The peak of Fe element is strong due to the
large amounts of adding content. It also conrms the presence
of C, O, Ba and Fe elements in the ACNT/RGO/BF composite.
From the elemental mapping, the distribution of C, O, Ba and

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

Fe are homogeneous indicating the ACNT/RGO and BaFe12O19
are mixed uniformly during the reaction process. Fig. 1(e) is
XRD spectrum of ACNT/RGO/BF composite. The spectrum
shows both the carbon peak causing by graphene/ACNTs (at
around 20 ) and the barium ferrite peaks. The BF has sharp
peaks showing the high crystallinity. Fig. 1(f) is Raman spectrum of ACNT/RGO/BF composite. The spectrum has two
obvious peaks centered at 1324.7 and 1593.2 cm1, namely D
and G modes of CNTs. The D peak at 1324.7 cm1 stems from
a symmetry-lowering eﬀect due to the defects of nanotube and
amorphous structures. The G peak at 1593.2 cm1 indicates the
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graphite crystallinity of this carbon material. The ratio of ID to IG
is used to characterize the structure integrity of carbon materials. The ACNTs and RGO samples have a relative high ratio of
ID/IG ¼ 1.387 showing that there exist large amounts of defects
in the structures. The ACNT/RGO/BF samples show the characteristic peak both barium ferrite (labeled in the image) and
graphene/ACNTs. The presence of 2D peak proves the existence
of graphene. The analysis results in Fig. 1(e and f) are in
agreement with the results in Fig. 1(c and d).
Fig. 2 is the morphology and microstructure schematic
diagram of ACNT/RGO/BF composite. Fig. 2(a) and (b) are TEM
images of as-synthesized ACNTs before and aer acidication
treatment respectively. Before the acidication treatment,
ACNTs intertwined randomly with a large number of catalyst
particles and amorphous carbon nanoparticles are lled
between the intertwined CNTs. Aer the acidication treatment, the catalyst and amorphous carbon particles are mostly
removed. The purity of ACNTs is obviously improved. The
agglomeration tendency of ACNTs decreases. ACNTs aer the
acidication treatment would have functional groups on the
tube-wall of CNTs, which reduces the van der Waals' force
between the ACNTs so as to increase the dispersitivity inside the
barium ferrite. The graed functional groups would also
enhance the activity of CNTs connecting with the barium ferrite.
Fig. 2(c) is the low-resolution TEM image of GO. The uﬀy and
transparent GO like tulle should has large specic surface. The
graphene exhibits multiple layers and many folds. The edges
partially curl with each other. Fig. 2(d) is high-resolution TEM
image of GO. The atoms are randomly arranged. The diﬀraction
ring of selected area electron diﬀraction (SAED) also shows the
weak crystallinity. Fig. 2(e) is the TEM image of ACNT/RGO/BF
composite. The schematic plot in Fig. 2(f) shows the interlinked structure of ACNTs and RGO inside barium ferrite. The
formation of the intertwined networks increases the structure
stability and the electrical conductivity for the electromagnetic
wave absorbing properties.
The complex permittivity (30 , 300 ) and permeability (m0 , m00 )
curves of ACNT/RGO/BF, RGO/BF and ACNT/BF composites vs.
frequency are shown in Fig. 3(a–d). The permittivity and
permeability are used for characterization of dielectric constant
and magnetic loss properties of the electromagnetic wave
absorbing materials. In Fig. 3(a and b), the dielectric constant
(30 ) decreases slightly with frequency increasing. According to
Koops theory based on the Maxwelle Wagner model for the
inhomogeneous double layer dielectric structures, the well
conductive grains in ferrous crystal are separated by the
boundaries of poorly conductive grain. Here, in the formation
of grain boundaries, the interaction between BaFe12O19 and
CNTs or graphene plays an important role. At low frequencies,
the grain boundaries are more eﬀective than the conductive
grains. Due to the high resistance of the grain boundaries, the
hopping electrons will stack and produce polarization at these
areas. The electronic conduction is high at low frequencies due
to the polarization. However, the electron exchange between
Fe3+ and Fe2+ ions cannot follow the fast alternating eld, which
decreases the probability of electrons reaching the grain
boundaries and the interfacial polarization. In Fig. 3(a), the
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dielectric constant (30 ) of ACNT/RGO/BF and ACNT/BF is lower
than that of RGO/BF composite, which might be due to the
amorphous structure of ACNTs reduces the electrical conductivity of the composite. GO aer the in situ high temperature
reduction may have excellent conductivity. In Fig. 3(b), ACNT/
RGO/BF composite has the highest dielectric loss (300 ). The
ACNT/RGO network and BF structure have good dielectric
polarization and relaxation eﬀects. When the conductive phase
is distributed in the insulating matrix to form composite
materials, the free charges gathered in the interfaces between
insulation and conductor due to the diﬀerence of two phase
conductive performance. The interlinked net structures of
ACNT/RGO may increase the probability of CNTs overlapping
and twining each other so that the formed conductive networks
inside BaFe12O19 could improve the dielectric polarization
properties. Besides, the interlinked ACNT/RGO structures may
also benet the dielectric polarization properties and the large
length-diameter ratio of CNTs is also benecial to the conductivity and dielectric loss. In Fig. 3(c and d), it is worth noting
that the minimum and maximum values are observed for m0 and
m00 , respectively, those obvious peaks for m0 and m00 can be
ascribed to a resonance phenomenon, as shown in Fig. 3(f). The
tendency of the lines in Fig. 3(c and d) is similar, because
carbon nanomaterials have poor magnetic loss and all the
several lines reveal the properties of BaFe12O19. The diﬀerences
of real permeability among RGO/BF, ACNT/BF and ACNT/RGO/
BF in 2–5 GHz might be due to the diﬀerent content of ACNTs in
these three composites. There might be the residual catalysts
inside the ACNTs, which can cause the magnetic loss and
inuence the real permeability. The dielectric loss tangent is the
main parameter to decide the electromagnetic performance of
the composites. Here, the dielectric loss of ACNT/RGO/BF is the
largest which is consistent with reection loss result in Fig. 4.
R ðdBÞ ¼ 20 log10

Zin  1
Zin þ 1


 1


1
mr 2
2pfd
Zin ¼
tanh j
ðmr 3r Þ2
3r
c

(1)

(2)

The surface reectivity of an absorber was presented by
a function including six parameters of 30 , 300 , m0 , m00 , f and d.
Thus, if the six parameters are known, the absorbing properties
of the material can be calculated. The values of reection loss
were calculated by using eqn (1) and (2) using the measured
values of 30 , 300 , m0 , m00 , f and d (see Fig. 3). In the frequency range
of 2–18 GHz, the reection loss peak of ACNT/RGO/BF
composite is 19.03 dB at 11.04 GHz in the frequency range
of 2–18 GHz. The frequency bandwidth of the reection loss
below 10 dB is 3.8 GHz. For contrast, under the same
matching thickness (dm ¼ 2.0 mm), the absorbing peaks of
ACNT/BF and RGO/BF becomes more at and wide. The
reection loss peak of ACNT/BF composite is about 14.99 dB
at 9.04 GHz, the frequency bandwidth of the reection loss
below 10 dB is 1.52 GHz. The reection loss peak of RGO/BF
composite is about 8.14 dB at 13.6 GHz in the frequency
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Fig. 2 Micromorphology and structure schematic diagram of ACNT/RGO/BF composite (a) TEM image of ACNTs before acidiﬁcation; (b) TEM
image of ACNTs after acidiﬁcation; (c) and (d) TEM images of graphene; (e) TEM image of ACNT/RGO/BF composite; (f) the structure schematic
diagram of interlinked ACNT/RGO/BF composite.

range of 2–18 GHz. It can also be proved through Fig. 3(e) that
the dielectric loss tangent (tan d3) of ACNT/RGO/BF composite
is much higher than that of RGO/BF as well as ACNT/BF. The
schematic plot of the electromagnetic wave absorbing mechanism is shown in Fig. 4(c). The good electromagnetic wave
absorbing properties of the interlinked ACNT/RGO network
structures may be explained by the following several reasons.
First, the conductive network structures with high density

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

interlinked CNTs and RGO were formed inside barium ferrite,
and it leads to more physical contacts between the conductive
graphene sheets. So it also increases the resonance circuit
density, which is consistent with the rising of electrical
conductivity and dielectric loss tangent. The conductive
networks would interact and attenuate the electromagnetic
radiation in the absorbers eﬀectively. The skin eﬀect also
aﬀected the electromagnetic wave loss. Second, it exist the
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Fig. 3 Electromagnetic properties of ACNT/RGO/BF, RGO/BF and ACNT/BF composites vs. frequency. (a and b) The complex permittivity (30 , 300 );
(c and d) the complex permeability (m0 , m00 ); (e) is the dielectric loss tangent (tan d3); (f) is the magnetic loss tangent (tan dm).

polarization relaxation of defects or p-electron and the interfacial polarization between graphene and barium ferrite. ACNT/
RGO structures with dense interlinked ACNTs can consume the
incident waves through multiple reections and scatterings.21,22
The dihedral angles could be easily formed within carbon
cluster stacks of ACNT tube walls, which cause multiple
reections of electromagnetic wave, prolonging the propagation
path of electromagnetic waves in the absorbers. The multiple

15908 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 15903–15910

reections of electromagnetic wave lead to the large losses of
electromagnetic energy. Furthermore, the intertwined structures are consisting of interlinked ACNTs and graphene sheets
spontaneously and intensely response to the broadband incident wave. It presents as tremendous resistance–inductance–
capacitance coupled circuits. The interaction of electromagnetic waves with dielectric materials intensied the molecular
motions such as ionic conduction, dipolar polarization
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networks would lead to energy dissipation in the form of heat
through molecular friction and dielectric loss.
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4. Conclusions
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